World Water Day-2018 Mysuru (India) Activities
Bogadi Kere/Lake Cleanup

The Rivers of the World volunteers, led by Dr. Sadashiva Murthy cleaned up a Lake (Bogadi
Kere) in Mysuru, Karnataka, India.
Date: 25/03/2018
Place: Bogadi Kere (Mysuru, 500017)
Location: Lat: 12.3108531o N, Lon: 76.6140153 o E
A Map (courtesy of google, inc.) showing the location of the Bogadi Kere is below.
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Brief History:
Bogadi Kere/Lake is one of the oldest lakes of Mysuru City. This lake comes under the
supervision of Mysuru City Corporation (MCC).
It is said that the Bogadi Lake is probably as old as Lingambhudi lake (approximately 190
years old), which is located at Bogadi road opposite to the Anthropological Survey of India
close to the Nirmiti Kendra in Vijayanagara 3rd stage. The lake has rough area coverage of
7.5 hectare and an average distance of 4.2mi from the centre of the Mysuru city.
This lake is an upstream lake of Lingambudhi lake. The whole water collected, was earlier
used for the farming and irrigation purpose in and around the Bogadi village.
And also Bogadi lake is the catchment area for the entire Vijayanagara 3 rd stage as the water
from all the drains will flow into this lake. This is the major ground water recharge point for
the Vijayanagara and Bogadi.
Present Scenario and Problems:
As the lake is very much near to the municipal solid waste collection site (Transfer Station) it
is needed to be guarded well and requires frequent cleaning, at least twice a week. But due to
the negligence of the city corporation the plastic and other waste which are dumped in at site
are flowing towards the lake and blocking the inflow channel. The waste flows into the lake
due to an open land and improper management of the dump-yard site.
The people, who are living in and around the lake are generally low in their literacy rate and
comes under low income group (LIG) category.
The corporation workers who come here to collect the waste in the area near the lake ask the
residents near the lake for extra charge for collecting their waste. Since most of the residents
there belong to a low income group they cannot afford the extra charge demanded by the
workers. Hence the residents routinely dump wastes directly into the lake.
In the summer season the lake dries up about 60-70% and the ground surface of the lake
contaminated with plastic, glass and other non-degradable wastes affecting percolation and
recharge of the water from the surface to the perched water table and groundwater aquifer.
Due to the high quantity of waste in the lake the Lake water is not safe for drinking or other
potable purposes. Due to the increased amount of contamination in the lake area, the impact
on the groundwater aquifer has become a major issue. Despite these issues the Bogadi lake
provides a home for various types of birds in different seasons.
Restoration work for this lake got started in 2012 by the City Corporation of Mysuru but the
work was not completed properly. The report on the restoration work of 2012 was covered in
the ‘Deccan Herald’ paper.
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A few possible solutions to address the above issues:
Issue 1- Dumping wastes directly into the Lake by nearby residents.
Possible solution - Improve communication between MCC and the local people. Filing
formal complaints against staffs/workers who demand extra money for trash collection. In
addition, conduct awareness drives on a regular basis wherever necessary.
Issue 2- Overflowing MCC Trash Bin placed just beside the water body.
Possible Solution - Relocate the MCC bin away from the water body and demand MCC to
clean it on regular basis. Since the bin is not emptied by the MCC on a regular basis, hence
the trash overflows. The MCC must be persuaded by the local people with regular vigilance
and complaints to empty the bins regularly.
Issue 3- Waste flowing in from the another water body (Hinkal) slightly upstream but in line
with Bogadi Kere. There is no waste monitoring system in Mysuru and it is worsening the
problem by mounting of waste and contaminants in the Bogadi Kere(Lake).
Possible Solution - Set up proper Waste monitoring system for Mysuru and also provide
screens between two water bodies to limit the waste flowing into the Bogadi Kere from the
Hinkal water body.
WWD 2018 Activities by the Volunteers from JSS S&T University:
As a part of the World Water Day- 2018 activities, 20-25 volunteers from Department of
Environmental Engineering (JSS S&T University) cleaned up the Bogadi Lake under the
guidance of Dr. B.M Sadashiva Murthy.
A total of 25 bags of waste was collected on that day, having an average weight of 7kg/bag.
The collected waste was disposed with the help of Mysuru City Corporation(MCC) workers.
Then the volunteers did a survey about the lake history and listed the problems and issues
faced by the public from the general area including the residents around the lake. The
volunteers also proposed a few possible solutions as listed above and suggested to the MCC
officials.
A few pictures from the cleanup activities are below.
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Fig 01: Transferring of solid waste from water body to transfer station

Fig 02: Collection of solid waste from City Corporation workers for disposal
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Fig 03: Volunteers who participated in the Bogadi Kere cleanup activities.

Fig 04: Present status of the lake (after clean up and removal of mounds of trash)
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Newspaper Coverage by Times Of India (English)
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Newspaper Coverage by Andolana (Kannada)
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